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Introduction to Algorithms I

(Q1) A binary tree is a rooted tree in which each node has at most two children.
Show by induction that in any binary tree the number of nodes with two
children is exactly one less than the number of leaves.

Hint: In the inductive step delete the root and then argue on the component/s
formed.

(Q2) Consider the claim: “Let G be a graph on n nodes, where n is an even number.
If every node of G has degree at least n

2 , then G is connected.”

Decide whether you think the claim is true or false.

Hint: Proof by contradiction. Let G is disconnected and let S be the smallest com-
ponent. |S| ≤ n

2 . S can not have vertices with degree at least n
2 .

(Q3) Draw a connected graph which becomes disconnected when any edge is re-
moved from it. Prove that a graph with n vertices which satisfies this condition
has exactly n− 1 edges.

Hint: The graph is a tree. Prove by induction. Delete an edge from the tree of size
n and then argue on the smaller components.

(Q4) Given a list of n natural numbers d1, d2, . . . , dn show how to decide in poly-
nomial time whether there exists an undirected graph G = (V,E) whose node
degrees are precisely the numbers d1, d2, . . . , dn. (i.e., if V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn},
then the degree of vi should be exactly di.) G should not contain multiple
edges between the same pair of nodes, or ‘loop’ edges with both endpoints
equal to the same node.

Hint: Sort the degrees in descending order. Delete d1 and substract 1 from each of
d2, d3, . . . , dd1+1. Now you have a degree sequence of length n− 1. Repeat the
same procedure.

(Q5) The diameter of a tree T = (V,E) is defined as maxu,v∈V δ(u, v), that is,
the largest of all shortest-path distances δ(u, v) in the tree. Give an efficient
algorithm to compute the diameter of a tree, and analyse the running time of
your algorithm.
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Hint: Randomly pick any vertex u and compute the farthest vertex from it, say v.
Compute the farthest vertex w from v. The path vw is a diameter.

(Q6) Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), design and analyze an efficient algo-
rithm to determine if G contains an odd cycle. A cycle with odd number of
edges is called an odd cycle.

Hint: Run a BFS and mark vertices in each level as even or odd. If you encounter
a back edge between same labelled vertices then there is an odd cycle.

(Q7) Suppose you are given an array A with n entries, with each entry holding a
distinct number. You are told that the sequence of values A[1], A[2], . . . , A[n]
is unimodal: For some index p between 1 and n, the values in the array entries
increase up to position p in A and then decrease the remainder of the way until
position n. (So if you were to draw a plot with the array position j on the
x-axis and the value of the entry A[j] on the y-axis, the plotted points would
rise until x-value p, where they’d achieve their maximum, and then fall from
there on.) Show how to find the entry p by reading at most O(log n) entries
of A.

Hint: Similar to binary search. Only check 3 contiguous entries at a time. If A[i −
1] < A[i] < A[i+ 1] go right of i and vice versa.

(Q8) Given an array A of real numbers find two indices i and j with i < j such that
A[j] − A[i] is the maximum. Clearly, there’s a simple algorithm that takes
time O(n2): try all possible pairs of i and j and see which pair has the highest
difference. Show how to find the correct numbers i and j in time O(n log n).
Can you improve it to O(n)?

Hint: Divide the array into 2 parts. Recursively solve the same problem for the
smaller parts. The solution is the maximum of the solution of the 2 parts and
the value A2 − A1. Where A1 is the minimum of the first part and A2 is the
maximum of the second part.

(Q9) Construct the binary tree from the given preorder and inorder traversal:

Preorder: 10, 5, 2, 0, 3, 7, 9, 13, 23, 20.

Inorder: 0, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 20, 23.

(Q10) If the preorder and postorder traversal sequence of a binary tree are given, can
you construct the tree uniquely? Justify the answer.

Hint: No. There is a simple counter example with 3 vertices.

(Q11) Design an algorithm to find the shortest path between two vertices u, v in an
unweighted graph G.

Hint: Start a BFS from u. Stop when your reach v. Report the path from u to v.

(Q12) Describe an algorithm that, given n integers in the range 0 to k, k < n
preprocesses its input and then answers any query about how many of the
n integers fall into a range [a, b] in O(1) time. Your algorithm should use
Θ(n+ k) preprocessing time.

Cont.
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Hint: Construct array A[0 . . . k] to store the number of times integer i occurs in A[i].
Construct array B[0 . . . k] as B[i] =

∑i
j=0A[j]. For any query [a, b] output

B[b]−B[a− 1].

(Q13) Show how to sort n integers in the range 0 to n3 − 1 in O(n) time. Do you
need an extra array to sort these numbers?

Hint: Use radix sort with base n.

(Q14) Prove the lower bound of d3n2 e − 2 comparisons in the worst case to find
both the maximum and minimum of n numbers. (Hint: Consider how many
numbers are potentially either the maximum or minimum, and investigate how
a comparison affects these counts.)

Hint: Check solution of Cormen, Thomas H. Introduction to algorithms. MIT press,
2009, exercise 9.1-2.

(Q15) Show that the second smallest of n elements can be found with n+ dlog ne− 2
comparisons in the worst case. (Hint: Also find the smallest element.)

Hint: Check solution of Cormen, Thomas H. Introduction to algorithms. MIT press,
2009, exercise 9.1-1.

(Q16) In the algorithm SELECT (median finding algorithm), the input elements are
divided into groups of 5. Will the algorithm work in linear time if they are
divided into groups of 7? Argue that SELECT does not run in linear time if
groups of 3 are used.

(Q17) Show how quicksort can be made to run in O(n log n) time in the worst case,
assuming that all elements are distinct.

Hint: Use SELECT to chose the pivot element.

(Q18) Suppose that you have a “black-box” for the worst-case linear-time median
finding routine. Give a simple, linear-time algorithm that solves the selection
problem for an arbitrary order statistic.

Hint: For the kth order statistics use the routine to find the median m. If k < m,
then discard half of the elements greater than m and continue to find the kth

order statistics on the remaining elements. If k > m proceed similarly.

(Q19) You are given two sorted arrays A and B of size n each. Can you suggest an
O(log n) time algorithm to find the median of the merged array.

Hint: Find median mA and mB of A and B. Let mA < mB. Discard elements in A
left of mA and elments in B right of mB. Proceed recursively.

(Q20) Let Gπ = (V ;Eπ) be a tree formed by a DFS traversal on the tree G = (V,E).
Let v be a nonroot vertex of Gπ. Prove that v is an articulation point of G
if and only if v has a child s such that there is no back edge from s or any
descendant of s to a proper ancestor of v.

Hint: BoyerMoore majority vote algorithm, Wikipedia.

Cont.
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(Q21) Show how to compute all articulation points of G in O(E) time.

(Q22) Prove that an edge of G is a bridge if and only if it does not lie on any simple
cycle of G.

(Q23) Show how to compute all the bridges of G in O(E) time.

(Q24) A majority element in an array of size n is an element whose frequency is
strictly greater than n

2 . Give a linear time recursive algorithm to find the
majority element in an array, if it exists.

(Q25) Given k sorted arrays A1, A2, . . . , Ak each of size n, find an efficient way to
merge them into a single array of size nk.

Hint: Insert the first items of each array in a min heap of size k. Extract the
minimum from the min heap and insert the next element into it from the
array from which the minimum was deleted.

(Q26) You are given an array A of size n, containing at most k distinct elements.
Write an O(n log k) time algorithm to sort A.

Hint: Create a Min-Heap of size k+ 1 with first k+ 1 elements of unsorted A. This
takes O(k) time. Next, one by one remove minimum element from heap, put it
in the output array, and add a new element to heap from remaining elements
from A.

(Q27) You are given an array A of n distinct integers. For a given k, design a sublinear
time algorithm to report k elements ofA in which none of the reported elements
is either the maximum or the minimum element in A.

Hint: Chose the first k + 2 elements. Report elements which are neither maximum
or minimum.

Introduction to Algorithm II

(Q28) Given n matrices A1, A2, . . . An, where for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ai is a pi−1 × pi matrix,
parenthesize the product A1, A2, . . . , An so as to minimize the total cost of
multiplying these matrices, assuming that the cost of multiplying a pi−1 × pi
matrix by a pi × pi+1 matrix using the naive algorithm is pi−1 × pi × pi+1.

Hint: Matrix chain multiplication. Cormen, Thomas H. Introduction to algorithms.
MIT press, 2009, section 15.2.

(Q29) Given a set of U = {u1, . . . , un} of n objects with the corresponding sizes
s1, . . . , sn, si ∈ Z+, and a knapsack capacity C ∈ Z+, find a subset of U whose
total size is bounded by C and the total profit is maximized. The profit for
chosing ui ∈ U in the knapsack is vi, vi ∈ Z+

Hint: Kleinberg, Jon, and Eva Tardos. Algorithm design. Pearson Education India,
2006, section 6.4.

Cont.
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(Q30) The following problem is known as the edit distance problem. Given two
strings S1 of m characters and S2 of n characters, the problem is to modify S1
and convert it into S2 through a sequence of character edits. The character
edits can be insertion, deletion and overwrite. Insertion and deletion takes
unit cost, overwrite takes a cost of two. Design and analyze an efficient algo-
rithm that minimizes the number of edits (and hence the time) required. The
characters belong to the same alphabet set.

Hint: Dasgupta, Sanjoy, Christos H. Papadimitriou, and Umesh Vazirani. Algo-
rithms. McGraw-Hill, Inc., 2006, section 6.3.

(Q31) Maximum size square sub-matrix with all 1s - Given a binary square
matrix consisting of 0’s and 1’s, find the maximum size square sub-matrix
consisting of only 1’s.

Hint:

Construct a sum matrix S[·][·] for the given M [·][·]
Copy first row and first columns as it is from M [·][·] to S[·][·]
For other entries, use following expressions to construct S[·][·]
if M [i][j] is 1 then

S[i][j] = min(S[i][j − 1], S[i− 1][j], S[i− 1][j − 1]) + 1
else

S[i][j] = 0
end
Find the maximum entry in S[i][j]
Using the value and coordinates of maximum entry in S[i][j], print sub-matrix of
M [·][·]

Time complexity: O(mn).

(Q32) Largest Sum Contiguous Subarray: Given an array containing both pos-
itive and negative integers, find the contiguous subarray with the maximum
sum.

Hint:

max so far = max ending here = 0
for each element of the array do

max ending here = max ending here+ a[i]
if max ending here < 0 then

max ending here = 0
end
if max so far < max ending here then

max so far = max ending here
end
return max so far

end

Time Complexity: O(n).

(Q33) Longest Common Subsequence: Find the longest common subsequence of
two strings A and B where the elements are letters from the two strings and
they should be in the same order.

Cont.
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Hint:

if m == 0 or n == 0 then
return 0

end
if X[m− 1] == Y [n− 1] then

return 1 + lcs(X,Y,m− 1, n− 1)
else

return max(lcs(X,Y,m, n− 1), lcs(X,Y,m− 1, n))
end

Time Complexity: O(mn).

(Q34) Longest Increasing Subsequence: The Longest Increasing Subsequence
(LIS) problem is to find the length of the longest subsequence of a given
sequence such that all elements of the subsequence are sorted in increasing
order.

Hint:

for all 1 < i < n do
L(i) = 1 + max(L(j)), ∀ 0 < j < i & a[j] < a[i]
L(i) = 1 if no such j exists

end
return max(L(i))

(Q35) Coin Change: Given a value N , if we want to make change for N cents,
and we have infinite supply of each of S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm} valued coins, how
many ways can we make the change?

Hint: count[m, N ] = count[m− 1, N ] + count[m, N − Sm].

Time Complexity: O(mn).

(Q36) Partition problem: Partition problem is to determine whether a given set
can be partitioned into two subsets such that the sum of elements in both
subsets is same.

Hint: Let isSum(n, sum2 ) be the function that returns true if there is a subset of
arr[0 . . . n− 1] with sum equal to sum

2 .

isSum(n, sum2 ) = isSum(n− 1, sum2 ) OR isSum(n− 1, sum2 − arr[n]).

Time Complexity: O(sum · n).

(Q37) Count number of ways to cover a distance: Given a distance n, count
total number of ways to cover the distance with steps of 1, 2 and 3 units.

Hint: count[i] = count[i− 1] + count[i− 2] + count[i− 3].

Time Complexity: O(n).

(Q38) Dice Throw: Given n dice each with m faces, numbered from 1 to m, find
the number of ways to get sum X. X is the summation of values on each face
when all the dice are thrown.

Cont.
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Hint: Let the function to find X from n dice be: sum(m,n,X). Then the recursion is
sum(m,n,X) = sum(m,n−1, X−1)+sum(m,n−1, X−2)+. . .+Sum(m,n−
1, X −m)

(Q39) A number is said to be made up of non-decreasing digits if all the digits to the
left of any digit is less than or equal to that digit. For example, the four-digit
number 1234 is composed of digits that are non-decreasing. Some other four-
digit numbers that are composed of non-decreasing digits are 0011, 1111, 1112,
1122, 2223. As it turns out, there are exactly 715 four-digit numbers composed
of non-decreasing digits. Notice that in a k digit number leading zeroes are
allowed, for example: 0000, 0001, 0002 are all valid four-digit numbers with
non-decreasing digits. Write a program to determine the number of such k
digit numbers for an input k.

Hint: Create a matrix a[·][·] where a[i][j] = count of all valid j digit numbers with
i as the leading digit. a[i][j] =

∑9
k=i a[k][j − 1].

The End.


